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Breast conservation surgery (BCS) followed by radiation therapy (RT) is the local treatment of choice for an increasing percentage of women with breast cancer (BC) \(^1\,^2\). Surgical techniques for contemporary breast conservation are sophisticated and sensitive to aesthetic considerations. In most cases of straightforward small volume excisions, the breast parenchyma is carefully closed (level 1 oncoplastic procedures). In addition, the skin incision is often placed remote from the tumour in a cosmetically optimal location. In more
challenging cases, where resection volumes are larger or more extensive breast reshaping is required, the tumour bed margins may be substantially repositioned within the breast volume on a variety of dermoglandular pedicles, with margins often separated both from each other and from the surgical scars (level 2 oncoplastic procedures) \(^3\).

In parallel, RT for breast conservation has evolved significantly in the last few decades, striving to minimise the volume of tissue irradiated to reduce late normal tissue toxicity to a minimum. Accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI) has become a valid alternative to whole breast irradiation in selected early stage BC \(^4\)–\(^6\) but its successful implementation relies on the accurate definition of the tumour bed. These techniques are increasingly recognised as oncologically safe and result in reduced toxicity.

Identifying the tumour bed, which does not necessarily equate with the lumpectomy cavity, is a very challenging process: reliance on the skin scar and seroma cavity has been shown to be inaccurate even in the case of standard BCS, resulting in poor localization of the target volume in over half of cases \(^7\). Surgical clips assist in identification of the lumpectomy cavity, improving surgical bed visualization on CT scan \(^8\),\(^9\) but delineations based on these clips or on the seroma may differ, both in volume and in location \(^7\),\(^10\),\(^11\). Re-arranging breast tissue, in order to produce a better cosmetic outcome, may further hinder the radiation oncologist’s ability to identify the tumour bed reliably. Hence, the success of targeted RT strategies, such as APBI, may be jeopardised unless surgeons and radiation oncologists work closely together to ensure that the tumour bed can be reliably identified.

This close multidisciplinary collaboration should involve good operative descriptions of the surgery, especially when complex level 2 procedures are used, with detailed diagrams and
marking of the tumour bed using standardised protocols. Whilst many surgeons now do this, there are no generally accepted guidelines in widespread use across Europe, which impairs RT targeting. Even in countries such as the UK and The Netherlands, where adoption of oncoplastic techniques is very advanced and formal training and/or guidelines are available, these guidelines mention multidisciplinary work but make no reference to the application of clips into BCS cavities let alone specify how they should be placed $^{12,13}$.

Several approaches may facilitate reliable identification of the tumour bed. The challenge lies in translating geometrical information from one medical specialty to another: between radiology and surgery in the first instance, and between surgery and radiation oncology in the second instance. Before surgery, the radiologist should strive to provide all imaging information as well as a clear interpretation of the images. Mammography and/or tomosynthesis plus ultrasonography usually provide sufficient information necessary for clinical decisions, however preoperative MRI, especially with multiplanar and 3D reconstructions, can help determine eligibility for the planned procedure, identify additional areas for resection and give surgeons a clearer idea about the size, distribution and localization of the pathology, especially in cases of extensive disease $^{14}$. Correct preoperative marking of the whole extent of the disease helps in translating the information from images to the surgeon, which is especially valuable in cases with extensive disease. Similarly, when translating information about the tumour location between surgery and radiation oncology, a detailed knowledge of the surgical procedure (type of surgery, number and placement of clips, site of the skin scar), followed by the details of the pathology report including the tumour free margins in the six main directions is essential $^{15}$. Clip markers need to be fixed to the tumour bed during the surgical procedure before performing any breast tissue
rotation\textsuperscript{1516}: while in theory six clips should be used to represent the boundaries of resection in the six main directions, in clinical practice, at least four clips are recommended.

In summary, we propose the following recommendations be adopted by breast surgeons and radiation oncologists:

1. Breast surgeons should follow the GEC ESTRO guidelines for the positioning of surgical clips [12,13].

2. Breast surgeons should participate in or at least observe the technical application of boost/APBI target volume delineations after various types of lumpectomy as part of their training in breast surgical oncology, as well as part of continuous medical education so they understand the technical issues and the importance of bed marking.

3. Radiation oncologists should participate in or observe various types of lumpectomy procedures (level 1 and 2 oncoplastic procedures) as part of their training in breast radiation oncology, as well as part of continuous medical education.

This would ensure optimal multidisciplinary collaboration and optimal targeted treatment in the modern era of breast conservation.
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